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The Mullineux symbols of a special class of p-regular partitions are classified. 
As a consequence it is shown that two apparently very difficult conjectures in the 
modular epresentation theory of finite symmetric groups are compatible. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc. 
In 1979 Mullineux defined an interesting involutory bijection on the set 
of p-regular partitions of a positive integer n, which may be seen as the 
p-analogue of the conjugation map on general partitions of n. Apart from 
the properties proved by Mullineux [6, 7] very little is known about this 
map, which may be described by associating to a p-regular partition a 
Mullineux symbol and then defining a map on these symbols. In this paper 
we classify the MuUineux symbols of a special class of p-regular partitions. 
As a consequence we prove the compatibility of two conjectures in the 
modular representation theory of the finite symmetric groups S n. These 
two conjectures are difficult counterparts to well-known results about 
ordinary irreducible characters in Sn for modular characters. 
We have the following results for ordinary characters in mind: the 
irreducible characters 2(~ of S~ are labelled by partitions A = (/i, 12 . . . .  , lm) 
(/1 + " ' "  +lm = n, l t > l 2 > ' ' "  > I m > 0) of n. 
(I) Multiplying the character XA of S~ by the sign character gives the 
character XAo, where h ° is the partition conjugate to h [3, 2.1.8]. 
(II) The character X~ remains irreducible when restricted to S~_~ if 
and only if all parts l i of h are equal [3, 2.4.3]. 
Let p be a prime number and consider the modular representations of 
S n in characteristic p.
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The modular irreducible characters PA of S n may be labelled by p- 
regular partitions A of n, a partition being p-regular if no part is repeated 
p (or more) times [3, 6.1]; this is the labelling we will consider in the 
sequel. 
Multiplying the modular character PA of Sn by the sign character of S~ 
gives another modular irreducible character, labelled by a p-regular parti- 
tion A e. We are then faced with the following problems. 
Problem I. Describe the involutory map A ~ A e on the set of p-regular 
partitions. 
Problem II. Determine those p-regular partitions A where the restric- 
tion of OA to S~_~ remains irreducible. 
A conjectured answer to Problem I is the Mullineux map [6, 7] men- 
tioned above which we describe in detail in Section 1. Mullineux defined a 
bijection between the set of p-regular partitions and a set of symbols 
a I a 2 • . .  a k ) 
, a l -> . . .  >ak>0,  r~> - . . .  >rk> 0 
r 1 r 2 • . . r k 
satisfying certain conditions. He then defined a "conjugation" map on the 
set of such symbols, and it is conjectured that the corresponding bijection 
of the p-regular partitions is exactly A ~ A e. Results which support this 
conjecture may be found in [1, 2, 5, 6, 7]. 
A conjecture concerning Problem II was given by Jantzen and Seitz (see 
[4]). Suppose that the partition A of n has o~ 1 parts equal to l~ . . . . .  oq 
parts equal to It, where l I > l 2 > . . .  > It, 0 < a i < p - 1. Then Pa 
restricted to S n 1 is irreducible if and only if 
l i - l i+ l+a i+a i+ l=-Omodp fo r l  < i_<t -  1. ( . )  
The if part of this conjecture is proved [4, Theorem 4.2] and the only if 
part is known to be true if t < 3 [4, Cor. 4.5]. A p-regular partition 
satisfying (*)  will be called an S-partition. 
It is obvious that the classes of all p-regular partitions and of all 
S-partitions are closed under "removal of the first column," i.e., under the 
operation of subtracting 1 from all the parts. In Section 1 we show how 
this operation affects the corresponding Mullineux symbols. 
This is used in Section 2 to give an explicit description of the Mullineux 
symbols of S-partitions. As a corollary we get that the set of S-partitions is 
closed under the Mullineux map (Proposition 4.2). This shows that the 
conjectured answers to Problems I and II are compatible: it is clear that if 
Pa remains irreducible when restricted to S~_~ then the same is true for 
pap, which is PA times the sign character. Thus a necessary and sufficient 
condition on h for px to remain irreducible should also be fulfilled for h e. 
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1. A GENERAL RESULT 
We start by describing the Mullineux map A ~ A M on the set Parp(n) of 
p-regular partitions of n. 
Let A ~ Parp(n). The p- r im of A is a part of the rim of A [3, p. 56], 
which is composed of p-segments .  Each p-segment except possibly the last 
contains p points. The first p-segment consists of the first p points of the 
rim of A, starting with the longest row. (If the rim contains at most p 
points it is the entire rim.) The next segment is obtained by starting in the 
row next below the previous p-segment. This process is continued until 
the final row is reached. We let a 1 be the number of nodes in the p-r im of 
A = A °)  and let r 1 be the number of rows in A. Removing the p-rim of 
A = A (a) we get a new p-regular partition A (2) ~ Parp(n - al). We let a2, r 2 
be the length of the p-r im and the number of parts of A (2), respectively. 
Continuing in this way we get a sequence of partitions A = A (~, ~(2) . . . .  , ~(k) 
where A (k) ~ 0 and A (k+~ = 0, and a corresponding Mul l ineux  symbo l  of A 
Gp(A)= (a l  a 2 " "  a~). 
r 1 r2  • . . r k 
The integer k is called the l ength  of the symbol. 
It is easy to recover A from its Mullineux symbol Gp(A). (Start with the 
hook A (k), given by ak, r k, and work backwards. In placing each p-r im it is 
convenient to start from below, at row ri).  Moreover, by a slight reformu- 
lation of a result in [6], the entries of Gp(A) satisfy (see [1]) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
E i ~ r i -- r i+ 1 <p + 6,i, 1 ~ i < k - 1; 1 < r k <p 
r i - r i+ l  + Ei+l ~ ai  - a i+ l  <P  + ri - r i+ l  + ~'i+1; 1 < i < k - 1; 
r k <_ a k < p + r k 
~_~a i = n ,  
i 
(1 .a) 
where e i = 1 if p ~ a i, e i = 0 if p la  i. 
If Gp(A) is as above then A M ~ Parp(n) is by definition the partition 
satisfying 
S 1 S 2 • . . S k 
where s i = a i - r i 4- e i (1.2) 
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Example. p = 5, /~ = (8, 6, 5 2) 
4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 
4 3 3 2 1 1  Gs(A) ={10 6 5 31 
2) 3 3 2 2 1 4 4 3 
2 1 1 1 1 
4 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 3 3 3 2 21  1 1 
3 3 2 2 2 1 1 
11 Gs(3M)=(106 36 25 23) 
(In both cases the nodes of the successive 5-rims are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4.) 
Thus (8, 6, 52) M = (10, 8, 22, 12). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. 
has 
Suppose that the p-regular partition ,~ = (ll, 12,. •.,  lt) 
. . . ak )  Gp(A) = al a2 
• r 1 t" 2 • . . r k 
as its Mullineux symbol and that tx = (l~ - 1, l 2 - 1, . . . ,  I t - l) (obtained 
by removing the first column from A) has 
= a'l ' "  a ' , ]  
. . .  r;  J 
as its Mullineux symbol of  length l (say). Then 
l l=k  l=k-1  7?dSori> 1 
[a  i = a i - -  r i + ri+l 
~r; = r i+ 1 q- a i 
if a k ~ r k 
i f  a k = r k 
(,) 
where 
0 p]a' i
6i = 1 p ~ a' i
and we have put rk+ 1 = 0. 
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Proof Induction on k. k = 1. Here  
{al) is the Mull ineux symbol of A = (a I - r 1 + 1, lr~-1). 
g I 
Then /2 = (a I -- r 1) has the Mull ineux symbol 
( al -q ) l  i ra1 =/=el (n° tea l - r l  <p)  
if a 1 = rl, 
so the proposit ion is true in this case. 
We denote generally by AI (A)  and A1(/2) the p-r ims of A and /2, 
respectively. Obviously A1(/2)__CAl(h) and it is clear that the partit ion 
/21 =/2  \A1(/2)  is obtained f rom A 1 = A \AI(A) by removing the first 
column. By induction (* )  is therefore fulfilled for i >_ 2. We consider the 
case i = 1. Let/~ be the multiplicity of i in h. The node in the first column 
and the (6 + 1)th last row of h is called the critical node. 
Case 1. AI(A) contains the critical node 
Row 
Row 
Row 
r2 
r 1 x x x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
r 1 x 
6 
In this case A~(A) contains all nodes in the (6 + 1)th last row of h. This 
means that 
whereas 
We get easily 
r 1 - r 2 = a + l = a 1 - a' 1 
r 1 - r '  1 = 6. 
a' 1 = a 1 - r 1 + r 2 and  r '  1 = r 2 + 1 .  
Note that in this case p + a' 1. Indeed, if p[a' 1 then A1(/2) would have the 
last segment of length p and this segment would have to end in the 
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(3 + 1)th last row of A. This obviously would contradict the fact that 
A I(A) contains the critical node. 
Case 2. A1(A) does not contain the critical node. 
I x [  
Row /1 = r2 ~x~ xx 
Row r~ I ; I  6 
In this case the second-to-last segment of AI(A) ends in the (6 + 1)th last 
row in A and we get that A~(/~) consists of all but the last segment of 
AI(A). Thus pla' 1. Moreover  
r 1 - r 2 = r, - r ;  = a 1 - a '  1 = ¢3 
in this case. We get 
4 
as desired. 
COROLLARY 1.4. 
multiplicity 6 of  1 in A 
where 
= a I - r I + r 2 and rl = #1 
In the notation of  Proposition 1.3 we have for the 
¢~ = r 1 - -  r 2 - -  E ,  
= fO i fa I = r I - r  2 (modp)  6 
1 otherwise. 
COROLLARY 1.5. In the notation of  Proposition 1.3 let 6 and 6 M be the 
multiplicity o f  1 in A and A M, respectively. Then 
a 1 - -  a 2 - -  1 <_ ~ + 6 M <_ a I - a 2 4- 1. 
Proof Apply Corollary 1.4 to A and to A M and combine with (1.2). 
PROPOSmON 1.6. Assume that the p-regular partition /x = (ll,/2 . . . . .  It) 
has the Mullineux symbol 
S 1 " . . S k 
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Let 0<6 <p-  1. Then A =( l  1 + 1, l 2 + 1 . . . . .  l t + 1,1a), a partition 
obtained by adding a column to Ix, has the Mullineux symbol 
cp( a ) 
= ( b I+8+el  b2-s2+e2+s l -e l  . . .  bk - -Sk+ek+Sk_ l - -ek_  1 Sk - -e l~)  
SI-t-(~ S1- -61  . . .  Sk 1 - -Ek - i  Sk - -E  k 
where 
8 i = 
0 if p lb  i 
1 i fp  + bi 
(and the column s~ -~ is omitted if s k = e~ = 1) .  
s k -- e k 
Proof. By Propos i t ion  1.3 the Mu l l ineux  symbol of A has the form 
t r 1 • . . rk+ 1 
where  we assume that ak+ 1 = rk+ ~ and for conven ience  do not  exclude 
the possibi l i ty ak+ 1 = 0. S ince /x  has s 1 rows, A has s~ + 6 rows, whence  
r 1 = s 1 + •. 
For  i > 1 Propos i t ion  1.3 shows that s i = ri+ a + el, whence  r 2 = 
s 1 - e l , . . . ,  rk+ 1 = s k - e k. Us ing the equat ions  
b i = a i + r i+ 1 - r i ,  i .e., a i = b i - r i+  1 + r i ,  
which hold by Propos i t ion  1.3, we get our  result.  
2. MULLINEUX SYMBOLS OF S-PARTITIONS 
We are concerned  with two sets ~9 ~ and 3 of Mu l l ineux  symbols, 
def ined in di f ferent ways, and  the main  result  is that these sets are equal.  
at  As before,  a p - regu lar  part i t ion  a = (l~ ~ . . . . .  I t ), l 1 > l  2> ""  > l  t, 
0 < a i <p  is cal led an S-partition if I i - -  li+ 1 + o~ i + o/i+ 1 ~ 0 modp for 
l<_ i<_t -1 .  
The first set of symbols is then  
S P = {Gp(A)[a is an S-part i t ion}.  
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We def ine the type o~ = a(A)  of  an S-part i t ion  to be the integer  ol, 
0<a_<p-  1, suchthat  l 1 -a  l -~(modp) .  
For0  <a <p-  lwe le t  
~ = {Gp(a) lA  is an S-part i t ion  of  type a} 
so that  
dC°=~CO 0 U ~.ff'~l k,j " ' '  U~p_  1 
For  later  use we note:  
(d is jo int ) .  
LEMMA 2.1. I f  the S-part i t ion IX ¢ ® is obta ined  f rom the S-part i t ion A 
by remov ing  its f i rs t  co lumn,  then 
LEMMA 2.2. 
and 
Proof .  
Then 
Thus  
c~(ix) = a()~) - 1 (mod p) .  
Let  a = ( l~ 1 . . . . .  1~,) be an S-part i t ion o f  type ol as above  
(al 
r 1 • . . r k 
l t + o~ t - o~ + 2r  I (mod p) .  
By def init ion,  a - l 1 - cq (mod p).  S ince a is an S-part i t ion 
I i - -  Ol i ~ l i+  1 - -  t~i+ 1 - -  2Ol i (mod p) ,  for 1 _< i < t - 1. 
a ~- 11 -- Oq ~ l 2 -- og 2 - -  2cq -= l 3 -- Cr 3 -- 2(0l 1 + 0~2) = . . .  
--= I, -- C~, -- 2 (a ,  + " ' "  +at_ , )  (mod p) .  
As  r I is the number  of  parts of  ,~ we have 
ol I -k - . .  +o~ t 1 = rl  - °it- 
Thus  
a - l t - % - 2( r  I - o t t )= l t + a t - 2r  1 (mod p) ,  
prov ing the lemma.  
We proceed  to descr ibe  the second set of  symbols ~-, which is to be the 
disjoint un ion  of  sets Y0, J1 , - . . ,  Jp -  i. Let  0 < o~ < p - 1. We descr ibe 
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the symbols in 3-~ inductively according to their length. First we observe 
that it suffices to give the entries ai ,  r i in a symbol modulo p, since the 
conditions (1.1) for Mullineux symbols then determine them completely• 
We call a column ai s ingu lar  if a i - 0 (rood p) and regu lar  otherwise. 
r, 
The symbols of length 1 in 5r  are 
( P )p -a  ' i f a¢O 
( ,+1-°)  i,o 0,  , _o 
(o+1) 
1 " 
Suppose now that (~2 :i  a~t is a Mullineux symbol in ~-~ of length 
k -  1 >_ 2. We desc'ribe ~" its~,possiblel extensions to a Mullineux symbol 
( '  t ~ in 3 - .  We notice that the symbols of length 1 in ~ consisting r l  r k 
of a regular column both satisfy 
a 1 -2r  1+ 1 =-oe(modp) ,  ( * )  
whereas the symbol consisting of a singular column satisfies 
a 1 - r x - a (mod p) .  
We will define the extensions in such a way that all the regular columns 
satisfy ( * ): 
Regular extensions in J , :  
a + 2r 2 + 1 a 2 ' ' '  a~] ) i f a  + 2r 2+ 1~ 0 ( i l )  r 2 + 1 r 2 ' ' "  r k 
--re -- 2r 2 + 1 
(R2) -oz - r 2 + 1 
Singular extensions in Y~: 
(0  
(S1) r2 
(s2) 
a2 "'" ak/ ifc~ + 2r 2 -  
r 2 • . . r k J 
\ 
a 2 • • . a k 
) r 2 • . • r k 
(o t • "" a• 
- -  oe  - -  r 2 r 2 • • • rl: 
1~0 
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In fact, starting with the degenerate column 0, these rules also give 
0 
the symbols of length 1; more precisely 
gives ( °z+l) l  fo ra+l~O (R1) 
l -a )  fo ra - l~0 (R2)  gives 1 o~ 
($2) gives( O )-ol  (degenerates for a = O) 
(keep in mind that we are using the convention of writing the entries 
modulo p). 
We refer to the symbols in S-~ as symbols in 3- of type ce. For n e N we 
set 
= {O,,(a) + ola =} 
Jo(=)  = 3-ola H =} 
so that S% = U ,,~v~9~(n), 3-~ = U ~32(n) .  
EXAMPLE. TO illustrate the construction method used for defining ~,  
we let p = 5 and start with the symbol (~) of length 1 and type 2, i.e., an 
element in 3--2- What are its regular exte'nsions? As only the condition for 
(R 2) is satisfied, we can only form one regular extension; according to the 
definition of (R 2) and the restrictions for Mullineux symbols, we obtain 
(~ ~}. Furthermore, there are two singular extensions of (31). The (S,) 
construction rule gives (Sl ~), and by the ($2) rule we also get (:31). 
/ k / 
The main result of this article is now the following. 
THEOREM2.3. For all a e {O . . . . .  p -  1} and n e N, we have 
The proof of this theorem will occupy the next section. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First we have to prove some technical lemmas which will be used in the 
induction step of the proof of the theorem. 
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LEMMA 3.1. I f  @(Ix) E~_ I  C3 3 -_  1 and A is obtained from Ix by 
adding a column (as in Proposition (1.6)) such that Gp(A)~ J-~, then 
Proof. Using the notation of Proposition 1.6, Gp(A) ~ ~,  is obvious if 
6 = 0. If 6 # 0, we only have to prove the Seitz condition at "the end" of 
A, i.e., we have to show 
I t+a  t+6 =0(modp) .  
Now if b 1 + e 1 + 6 --- 0, then we must have b 1 ~ 0 and as Gp(IX) ~ 3-~_1, 
this implies b I - 2s 1 + 1 - a - 1 (mod p). Using Lemma 2.2 we now 
obtain 
l t+at+6-cr -  1 +2s  I +6-b  1 + 1 +8 =0.  
I fb  l+e  I +6~0,  thenGp(A)  E J -  implies 
b 1 + e a + 6 - 2(s 1 + 6) + 1 --= b I + 61 - -  2s I + 1 - 6 --- a ,  
so I t + % + 6 - b I + e 1 (again by Lemma 2.2). Now if b 1 ~ 0, then we 
obtain the contradiction 6 -= 0, hence b 1 = 0 and thus l t + at + 6 = O. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  Gp(A) ~ ~Y-~ and Ix ¢ ~ is obtained from A by removing 
the first column from A, then Gp(ix) ~ Y~_ 1. 
( ' ak )- by Proposition l.3 we know that Proof. Let  Gp( ,~)  = at 
rl rk 
Gp(IX) = (a'lrl, .'".. a~]rk, ] with a' i=ai- - r iWri+lr i  . . . .   ri+ 1 + 6i l< i<k ,  
where 
0 if p la '  i 
rk+l = O, 6 i= 1 i fp  + a' i" 
al 0 
For convenience we allow a redundant column = at the end. We 
r; 0 
prove the lemma by induction on k. 
(,) k= 1. We have Gp(A)= p -~ , 
- 1. In both cases Gp(IX) = (~), which is in J~- l .  P 
k = 2. From now on we use systematically the observation that it 
suffices to know the entries in the Mullineux symbol modulo p and work 
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only with congruence classes. To avoid confusion we denote the mod p 
version of the Mullineux symbol Gp(A) by G(p)(A). We now consider all 
the possible cases. Of course the case labels refer to the previous section; 
as there is only one singular symbol of length 1, we denote a singular 
rightmost column in Gp(A) just by S. 
(i) R1S and $2S.  For 
(1o 0)or  (o °)w tho 0 
G(p) (A)  = 1 - a -a  0 -a  
we obtain G(p,(tz) = ( ~,_~ ~),  which is i n ,  Y,~-i since 
-a -  - (a -  1) -2+ 1 and -a+ 1-= - (a -  1 ) -  1 + 1. Thus Gp(lX) 
is of the form R 2 R 1. 
(ii) R2S and S iS .  For 
G(P)(A) = ( a+ll -a0 ) or 
we°bta inG(p) ( /x )=(  ° ~) 'wh ich is in -4  1 
Thus Gp(/,) is of the form S2R r 
(iii) R1R 2 and S2R 2. For 
or G(p) (A)  = 2 - a 1 - a 
0 0 ) w i tha*0  
- -a  - -a  
3-~_ l since -a  --- - (a  - 1) - 1. 
0 1 - a ]  with 1 a 0, 
-1  1 -a  ] 
we obtain 
2 - a)  for 2 and 
\ 
G(p)(Ix) = 2 a a _7a 
These are in J,~ ~ of the form R 2 resp. S. 
(iv) R2R 2 and S~R 2. For 
G(p)( A ) = ( a - l - a ) or 
weobta inG(p)( /x)= ( 0 )= ( 0 
I a - (a  - 
(v) R1R l and S2R 1. For 
G(p~( A ) = ( a + 3 a+ 1) 
2 1 or 
G(p~(/x) = ( ?1  ) for a = 2. 
1 |  a 4= p - 1 0 a + with -a -1  1 ] 
(1-o° 11- ) witho 0 1 
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we obtain 
c~p~( . )  = 
(o+22 1) 
(~ 12) 
(22) 
fo ra  CO, p -  2 
for a =p - 2 
fo ra  = O. 
All of these are in 3-,_ 1 of the form R~R~, S~R~, and R2, respectively. 
(vi) R2R 1 and SIR 1. 
~,~,=( o 1 o+1) (0 o+1) 
-a  1 or 1 1 ,a  4~p-  1, 
both giving 
~,~,= (0 o) (0) 
1 1 ' a v~ 0 and G(p) ( tx )  = , a = O. 
These are in 3 -_~ of the form S~R1, resp. S. 
k > 3. Removing the first p-rim gives a partition 3. with 
= E ,~a.  
F 2 • . . r k 
By the induction hypotheses, removing the first column of A results in a 
partition /2 with 
ia'~ 
6~(/2) = 1 '~ 
(as k > 3,/2 ~ Q!). 
) • ' '  a k t E ~ a - 1  
. ' '  r k 
Hence we only have to check that a', rl is added to @(/2) according to the 
3-~_ 1 construction rules. To Consider all possible cases, we have to look at 
the first three columns in G(p~(A). 
(i) SIS  1 . . . .  R2S  1 . . . .  
0 0 a ". .  (rrr ) 
1-a -2r  0 a 
1 - a - r  r r 
:::) 
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implies 
as the first column is added according to the (S1)-rule. 
(ii) S1R 2 . . . ,R2R 2 . . . .  
0 1 -a -2r  a . . .  
(1 -a - r  l -a - r  r ) 
G(p)(A) = 
- l + a + 2 r  1 - a - 2 r  a . ' -  
r 1 -a  - r  r --" 
implies 
0 0 " " ) ~  1, 
G(p)( Ix ) = 1 -  a - r r . . .  
as this is an extension according to the (S2)-rule 
(iii) $2S I . . . ,R1S  1 . . . .  
0 0 a "." 
( -~- r  r r "'" ) 
G(~(a)  = 
( l+a+ar  0 a . . . )  
l+r  r r --- 
implies 
G(p)( l~ ) = 
a+2r  0 " "  ) i fa+2r~0 
r+ l  r " "  
(0 0r " " )  i fa+2r - - -0 .  
This is in 32_  1 (Rvres  p. Sl-rule). 
(iv) S2R 2 . . . .  R1R 2 . . . .  
G(p) (a )  = 
0 1 -a -2r  a ".. 
( r -  l l -a - r  r . . .  ) 
[3 -a -2r  l -a -  2r a 
~ 2 -a - r  1 -a - r  r 
...) 
r~
 
=
 
+
 
+
 
II +
 
+
 
Ix
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..~
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(vii) S1R 1 ., R2R 1 . . . .  
0 a+2r+l  ' - "  
( r+ l  r+ l  r " " )  
G<v~(a) = [ -1  - ~ - 2r a + 2r + 1 " "  
-a  - r  r+  1 r ...) 
implies 
0 oe+2r  - "  
( r+ l  r+ l  ' " )  
(0  0 )=(  0 0 ) 
r+ l  r . . .  1 -c~- r  r 
~+2r~O 
ce+2r=O 
This is in 3-~_~ (Sl-resp. S2-rule). 
(viii) S2R 1 . . . ,  R IR  1 . . . .  
{((; 0 o+2r+1 
1-oe- r  r+  1 r " "  ) 
~ ~ ) = + a + 2r ~ + 2r + 1 "'" t 
) 2+r  r+ l  r " "  
implies 
(2+a+2r  ~+2r  " - - ) r + 2  r l  
(0 _2 ) 
r+ l  r+ l  
2 0 " "  =(2 -~-2r  
r+2 r " "  ~ 2 -a - r  
0 • • • 
0 ) 
a + 2r ~ 0, -2  
ce + 2r -  = -2  
c~ + 2r-= 0. 
This is in 3-~_ 1 (R1- , Sl- , resp. R2-rule). 
We now prove the main result of this paper. 
Proof of  Theorem 2.3. The proof is by induction on n, the result being 
obvious for n = 1. Also, the symbols of length 1 are the same on both 
sides. 
Let Gp(A) ~ 3-~(n) of length at least 2 and let /x F- m be the partition 
obtained from a by removing the first column. Note that I* v~ ~3. By 
Lemma 3.2 we have Gp(I-*) E 3 -~_  l(m) and hence by induct ion  Gp(I.*) 
S~_1(m).  By Lemma 3.1 we then conclude that Gp(A) ~ S~(n).  Hence we 
have proved J-~(n) _c ~(n)  for all n. 
582a/68/2-9 
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To prove the other inclusion we take Gp(h)~ ~(n)  of length > 2. 
Again we remove its first column to obtain a partition IX ~- m,/x ~ Q with 
Gp(IX) ~ ~_ l (m) .  By induction Gp(IX)~ Y~_l(m). We now prove the 
following lemma to conclude Gp(h) E 3-~(n) and thus finish the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. IF @(Ix) ~ 3-~_1 and A is obtained from Ix by adding a 
column such that Gp(h) ~ c,c~, then Gp(h) ~ J~ .  
Proof. By induction on the length k of Gp(ix). Assume 
%(ix)= "" sk '  
so by Proposit ion 1.6 
cp(A) 
b l+e l+6 bz -s2+eZ+Sl -e  I . bk - -Sk+ek+S k lq -ek_ l  S k ) • . - -Ek  
S1 ~- ~ S1 -- EI " " " Sk -  I -- ek-1  Sk -- ek 
where 
0 i fp lb  i 
ei = 1 if p ~ b i 
and the last column is omitted if s k = e k = 1. Furthermore, i = (1~2 t~l . . .  ) 
with 0 < 6 < p - 1. In fact, as Gp(h) ~ 2~,  we know from Lemma 2.2 
that3=0or3-a+2(s  1+3) -  1, i . e . ,3 -  1 -a -2s  1 .Assume3=0.  
I fb  1 -0 , then  
, . . 
and the first column is added according to the Sl-rule. If b 1 ~ 0, then 
G(p)(A) = ( bl + 1 s 1 . . . . . .  - 1 ) 
and b I - 2s 1 + 1 - a - 1 (rood p)  by our observation on the regular 
columns in J~_  1 symbols. 
Now if b I + 1 - 0, then the first column is added by the S2-rule, as 
-a - ( s  1 -  1 ) - - s  1 -b  1 -  1 -s  r If b 1+ 1~ 0, then i t  is added by the 
Rl-rule as 
a + 2(s I - 1) + 1 = a + 2s  1 - 1 - b I 4-  l .  
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Since the rest of the Gp(A)-symbol does not depend on 6, we may replace 
by 1 - a - 2Sl, and if 1 - a - 2s 1 -= 0 we only have to check the 
second and third columns in Gp(A). 
k= 1. Then we have: 
(o )  (2_°) (1) ,a=~ 1 ,a=/= 1,2 ,av-~0 G(P)(lz) 1 - a 2 a 
a-  a -1  a -3  -a -1  
G(p)(A) (a -10  1 l -a )  -a (0  -1  1 l -a )  -a (0a)  
Construction 
rule R2R2 S2R 2 S 
Furthermore, all Gp(A) are of type a, hence are in 3- .  
k >_ 2. Let /2 be the partition with @(/2) = (b2,2 " bk)sk., SO @(/2) 
¢-~--I, and hence (by induction or by the first part of the proof of the 
theorem) @(/2)~5 '~ 2. Now we add a column to /2 such that the 
resulting partition h satisfies 
Gp( A ) ( b2 + ~2 + ~ b3 - s3 + e3 + s2 - e2 " " " sk - e~ ) 
= ~'-~o~, 
$2 4- ~ $2 -- 82 • • • Sk -- Ek 
i.e., we take g = 0 or g = 1 - a - 2s 2. By induction on k, Gp(~.) ~ 3-~. 
Hence we only have to look at the first three columns in Gp(A) to check 
that Gp(A) ~ J~. 
Instead of going through all 32 cases of the form 
R~RjR, S/RiR , RiSjR, RiRjS, RiSjS, SiRjS, 
SiSjR, SiSjS ( i , j  ~ {1,2}) 
for the first three columns of Gp(I*) (where R and S just stand for a 
regular or singular column, respectively), we will only discuss three typical 
cases and otherwise omit these straightforward but tedious calculations. 
(i) R~R1R. 
o+2.s+l bs ) 
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SO ( remember6-  1 -a -2s  1 -  -3 -o~-2s)  
( 0 c~+2s+1 b+l  . . .  ) 
G(p) (A)  = -1  - ce - s s + 1 s 
follows the SzR l - ru le  if a + 2s + 1 ~ 0. If a + 2s + 1 -- 0, then -o~ - s 
-- s + 1, so then G(p)(A) is of SzS2-type. 
(ii) RzSzR. 
[a+2s  0 b " " )  
G(p)( IZ ) = ~ 1 + s 1 -  a - s s "'" 
so (6 -  1 -a -2s  a -  1 -a -2 ( l+s)= -1 -a -2s )  
G(p~(A)=(  0 2s+o l -1  0 " '"  ) 
-ce - s  s 1 -o~-s  " '"  " 
If a + 2s - 1 ~ 0, then this is constructed according to the SzR2-rule. If  
+ 2s - 1 - 0, then s - 1 - o~ - s and Gp(A) follows the SzSl-rule.  
(iii) R1RzS.  
[4 -a -2s  2-a -2s  0 . " )  
G(p)( Iz )  = ~ 3 - a - s 2 - a - s s 
so (6-= 1 -a -2s  1= 1 -o~-2(3 -a -s )=a +2s-5)  
( 0 3 -a -2s  l - c~-2s  " " )  
G(p~(A) = -2+s  2 -oz -s  1 -~-s  
Now this is constructed according to 
SzR 1 if a ~ 3 - 2s 
8282 if oz - 3 - 2s (as 2 - a - s =- -a  - (1 - a - s ) ) .  
4.  CONSEQUENCES 
As ment ioned at the beginning, our original aim was to prove the 
compatibi l i ty of the Mul l ineux and Seitz conjectures; we can now deduce 
this from our theorem via the descr ipt ion of S-part i t ions by Mul l ineux 
symbols in 3-. 
P~OPOSITION 4.1. Let  0 < o~ < p - 1. Let  A be a p-regular partition 
such that Gp(A) ~ ;Y-~. Then Gp(A M) ~ Jp_ . .  (We hat~e put  3-p = g-o.) 
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Proof. The symbols in the sets J-~ were described inductively accord- 
ing to their length k in Section 2. Therefore it suffices to prove the 
proposition for k = 1 and 2. If k = 1 the result is immediate from the 
definitions. For k = 2 we have to consider the same cases (R~S,. . . ,  S~R~) 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, k = 2. In each of these cases, the symbol 
G(p)(A) is given in Lemma 3.2. Using (1.2) it is easily checked in each case 
that G(~)(A M) is in @_~, corresponding to another case. For instance, if 
G(p)( A ) = ( a+32 oz+ 1)1  (caseRxRl f ° r3 -=)  
then 
o+1) 
G(P)(AM) = + 2 a + 1 (case R1R ~ for @_~) .  
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 0 < o~ <_ p - 1. Let A be an S-partition of  type a. 
Then A M is an S-partition of  type p - a (type p means type 0). In particular, 
the set of  S-partitions is closed under the Mullineux map. 
Proof. Let A be an S-partition of type a. Then by definition Gp(A) 
5~. By Theorem 2.3 Gp(a) ~ J-~ and thus @(A M) ~ @_~ by Proposition 
4.1. Then @(A M) ~ @_~ by Theorem 2.3. 
We finally list a couple of congruences relating A and A M, when A is an 
S-partition. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A = (l~J . . . . .  l~') be an S-partition and let A M = 
(n f  ~ . . . .  , ny2). We have 
(1) 11 +n I -=c~ 1+f i l (modp)  
(2) 1 t +c~,+n s +f i=-  2(a l+e  1 ) (modp)  
where a I is the length of the p-rim of A and e 1 = 1 if p + al, e 1 = 0 if 
p lay  
Proof. (1) If 3. is of type a, then by definition l 1 - a I ---- a (mod p). By 
Proposition 4.2 we get n 1 - J~l  ~-- --O/ (mod p) and (1) follows. 
(2) Proved similarly, using Lemma 2.2. 
Remarks. (1) Examples how that Corollary 4.3 (1) and (2) are not true 
for arbitrary p-regular partitions. The proof of Lemma 2.2 gives further 
congruences relating h and A M, when they are S-partitions. For instance, 
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i f t  >_2and s_>2then 
12 + n2 = OL2 -~- /32 -}- 2 (~1 + /31) 
- a 2 +/3 2 + 2(l I + nl) (mod p) .  
(2) It should be noted that due to our Theorem and the inductive 
description of the 3-~-sets we have that i f /x is obtained by removing the 
p-rim from the S-partition A, then /~ is also an S-partition (of the same 
type as A). 
(3) Also using the description of the Y,,-sets we have that if A is an 
S-partition of type a and a, is a regular column in Gp(A), then 
r i 
a i -2 r  i+ 1-a(modp) .  
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